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Figure 3.1: Flowchart of the model 
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Card samples are collected from Persons Registration Department for this project. 

There are many preprocessing involved due to the poor quality of the samples which 

don't meet the requirements of the image processing task. Physical cards which are, 

printed and hand writing filled are batch scanned and saved as digital images. Since 

many cards are lasting for long years they became blurred over the years. During the 

batch scanning there is a thread of images affected with geometric distortion due to 

the poor alignment of the card. The other problem may be the poor quality of hand 

writing. In some cases, there could be a situation where longer space left between two 

.....,. 

Figure 3.2: Scanned image (Eyes and 10 Numbers are masked in order to keep the 

confidentiality) 

3.1 Adding images to the system 

3.1.1 Template image: 

Template image contains only the printed characters and this image will be used to 

identify and remove the printed characters from the image samples. 
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Figure 3.3: Template image 

During the first preprocessing action, the image is converted to grayscale from RGB. 

This will eliminate the hue saturation information while retaining the luminance 

which will make processing easier and efficient. 

In the first attempt RGB images arc converted into Binary image. Since there are only 

two values in binary image, threshold application for noise removal wasn't a success 
... 

as expected. 

3.1.2 Printed Character Removal: 
Match or Register entire template at once with the scanned image is not practical 

because scanned images are geometrically destroyed and intensity of the images also 

differs. That means the pixel pattern of the template is not exactly same as the scanned ....... 
image. And the handwritten characters are treated as noise in this case, because 

template image contains only the printed characters and lines, and the other scanned 

images which need be registered with the template contains printed as well as the 

handwritten characters. So there arc no possibilities of matching the whole image at 

once with the template. For the entire template matching, cross-correlation fails with 

unacceptable noise level. The total offset or translation between images depends on 

the location of the peak in the cross-correlation matrix, and on the size and position of 

the sub images. 
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Therefore to overcome these problems, the small portions of template image is 

cropped and registered with the original image using cross-correlation technique. 

Figure 3.4: Cropped Image 

The cropped image will be the template, and it must be smaller than the scanned 

image. The peak of the cross-correlation matrix occurs where the cropped image is 

best correlated. 

This also gives unacceptable result for the binary images and better result for the 

grayscale images. Binary images show much deviation between template and the 

scanned image. 

Image registration (cross-correlation) locates the matching area for the sub image 

(Cropped image) in the scanned images. 
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Figure 3.5: Name surroundings after the removal of printed characters 

3.1.3 Removal of lines: 

After removing the printed characters from: scanned image the remains are lines and 

the hand written characters. Printed lines always introduce some noise while giving ...,... 

incorrect results in character count. 

Removing Horizontal Lines: 

Entire image is horizontally traversed starting from the left top corner and the each 

pixel examined for their intensity values. Pixels which have the intensity more than 

220 are considered as part of the printed lines or the hand written characters. If these 

pixels go on with more than 15 pixels then this is identified as a horizontal line and a 

new same size image is created with this pixel values. 
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Removing Vertical Lines: 

Same procedure is followed but this time traversal carried out vertically. Identified 

vertical lines also copied to the same new image which is created from horizontal 

lines. 

Now the new image contains only the lines (vertical and horizontal). This new image 

Figure 3.6: Generated line image 

""""' 
Problem!: 

It was tried to remove the lines without creating the line image for subtraction. 

However, there were problems found such as the remaining sectored vertical lines 

after removal of horizontal lines, i.e., dash lines. Hence it was much difficult to locate 

the vertical line. Therefore it was decided to create a same sized line image and 

subtract from the original image. 

Problem2: 

It was also tried to use the Hough transform to locate the lines. Hough transform can 

locate the lines correctly and measure the angle of rotation also. After the rotation it is 
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difficult to do the subtraction and get the good result, due to the noise left 111 

subtraction process. 

Figure 3.7: Scanned image after the line removal 
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Figure 3.8: Name surroundings after the removal of lines 

3.1.4 Closing: 

The Closing operation is used to shape up the discontinuities in tflc characters in order 

to eliminate the possible errors. The figure 7 shows the image before closing operation 

while the figure 8 shows the same image after the closing is performed. 
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Figure 3.9: After the closing operation 
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difficult to do the subtraction and get the good result, due to the noise left m 

subtraction process. 

Figure 3. 7: Scanned image after the line removal 
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Figure 3.8: Name surround,ings after the removal of lines 

3.1.4 Closing: '"""" 
The Closing operation is used to shape up the discontinuities in the characters in order 

to eliminate the possible errors. The figure 7 shows the image before closing operation 

while the figure 8 shows the same image after the closing is performed. 
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Figure 3.9: After the closing operation 
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Figure 3 .I 0: After the noise removal 

3.1.5 Character counting: 

The characters found in the black background in the above picture will be treated as 

objects and would be counted to get the number of characters in the name. 

3.2 Finding images 

Actually finding the exact card is impossible when the database is big, therefore the 

objective of this project is to narrow down the search. In this project number of 

characters in the name is chosen as input to find card or narrow down the search. 

System will accept the number of characters in the name as the input and build a query 

to perform the search in the database. The finding will be the name of the scanned 

images which contains same number of characters as the given. 

By using this name another search will be performed on the directory where the 

scanned images are stored. The result of the search, will. be displayed on the screen. If 

more than one card is found in the later search, then the user can traverse one by one 

pressing the next/previous buttons accordingly, and select the appropriate image 

among the images which also will be displayed accordingly during the traversal 

accordingly. 

No delay/waiting is needed in search action. There are two reaS""ons for this; one is 

very simple database and the data also was very small (images are not stored instead 

images' name and the number of characters are stored). Therefore system consumes 

only a small CPU time for the search. The other reason is no image processing task or 

any calculations happened in find mode. 
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